
The Action “Works on the Warsaw Ring Railway” is situated on the pre-identified section Gdansk – Warsaw – Katowice of the Baltic – Adriatic Core Network Corridor. It works on modernisation of track systems in open routes and traffic control centres with no change to the number of tracks, including the replacement of the track, correction of track geometry, modernisation of station track layout to increase the speed on entry and exit.

The Action consists of the following activities:

- Design and build-type contract, engineer’s and designer’s supervision for the modernisation of line number 20 within Warszawa Gdanska station in connection with line E65 and metro station A17
- Design and type contract, engineer’s and designer’s supervision for the project “Works on the Warsaw ring railway (Warszawa Golabki/Warszawa Zachodnia-Warszawa Gdanska section)”
- Promotion for the project
- Land purchase

The Action is ongoing.